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Introduction
Day Trading Strategies will show you some of the basic techniques
that Professional Traders use every day to make money. As with any
discipline, the more experience you gain, the better you will become
at identifying the patterns discussed in this ebook. And, with
experience, you can delve deeper into the technical analysis for
better precision in your own analysis for better results.

The information and methods contained in this series are tried and
true, but you should understand that no system can give you perfect
results 100% of the time. The stock market is, by its very nature,
extremely volatile. Even the most precise systems can only indicate
what will likely happen; there are no crystal balls to predict the future
of any stock at any moment. For your reference, most Professional
Traders feel that a 65% success rate is a good target to maintain.
Success rates of 80% of your trades or more are hard to maintain.

It is also important to note that the vast majority of beginner traders
fade away after just three months. There are several reasons for
this, but overwhelmingly the biggest reason is the fact that beginner
traders tend to enter the stock market unprepared. You need a solid
trading plan, the discipline to follow it, and the ability to stop trading
altogether if things just are not going your way.

For these reasons, it is highly recommended that you keep your risk
tolerance low to minimize
losses as you are developing
your technique, and that you
follow only one trade at a time.
You would be also well-advised
to paper trade before you start
trading with your own money to
get a feel for the stock market
and to begin developing your
technique.

This ebook, Gap Plays, is the
first in the Day Trading
Strategies series. The
techniques contained within are
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Key Points:

· The stock market is
volatile; be prepared to
lose trades

· As a beginning day
trader, start with very
low risk tolerance and
move up as you gain
experience

· Start by paper trading -
learn your craft without
risking your own
capital!
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proven strategies, but there are no guarantees for your success.
Following these guidelines will help improve your trading
techniques, but ultimately the information and methods contained
here are merely tools for you to use. As you would with any power
tools, read these instructions fully and proceed with caution to
minimize your risks!

What are GAP PLAYS?

Gap Trading, also called a Gap Play, is one of the most successful
techniques used in short-term (day) trading. This approach uses the
difference between the previous day's price and the current day's
opening price (the 'gap') as a methodology for entering trades.

Consider yourself to be a stock market CSI. What you want to do is
collect clues that point in the direction the stock will likely take. As
the clues accumulate, you build a "weight of evidence" to meet a
pre-determined set of criteria, which will help you decide whether or
not to execute a trade.

This is very important - like a CSI, you do not let your emotions or
your pre-conceived notions get in the way of your decision. When
you create a system that breaks it all down into numbers and you
stick to that system, you increase your chances of success.

With Gap Trading, there are many different pieces of evidence you
can consider. Essentially the Professional Trader wants to find a
stock that has an opening price
gap from the previous day's
close and then watch a pre-
determined timeframe (i.e., first
5, 6, 15, 30 or 60 minutes) of
trading to identify the trading
range. Prices that rise above
that range indicates a possible
long entry (or a "buy") signal,
and falling below it indicates a
possible short entry (or "sell
short") signal. Both can be
positive signs for entering a
trade.
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Key Points:
· Gap trading or gap

plays uses the
difference between the
previous day’s close
and high/low and
today’s open

· Build a “weight of
evidence” before you
initiate a trade to
ensure that you have
the best trading
opportunities

· Be a trading CSI -
collect as much
information as possible
and use your clues
effectively
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Eight Gap Trading Variations
We will discuss eight specific techniques, all of which are variations
on two main types of Gap Trading strategies, Full Gap and Partial
Gap.

A Full Gap Up occurs when the opening price is greater than
yesterday's high price.

A Full Gap Down occurs when the opening price is less than
yesterday's low.

A Partial Gap Up occurs when today's opening price is higher than
yesterday's close, but not higher than yesterday's high.

A Partial Gap Down occurs when the opening price is below
yesterday's close, but not below yesterday's low.

Generally speaking the larger the gap, the more likely the price will
continue in the same direction. Therefore, Full Gaps are less risky
than Partial Gaps, an important consideration when building your
weight of evidence and assessing your risk tolerance.

To manage risk further, you can add a variation that specifies a
minimum gap size requirement before you enter a trade,
represented here as GAPSizeMin.

A Full Gap Up and Net
Change above GAPSizeMin
occurs when the opening price
is greater than yesterday's high
price and the net change is
greater than or equal to
GAPSizeMin in price
movement.

A Full Gap Down and Net
Change below the negative
GAPSizeMin occurs when the
opening price is less than
yesterday's low and the net
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Key Points:
· There are many ways to

gap trade. Develop your
own variations based
on these eight specific
techniques

· Use GAPSizeMin to
reduce your risk
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change is less than or equal to the negative GAPSizeMin in price
movement.

A Partial Gap Up and Net Change above GAPSizeMin occurs
when today's opening price is higher than yesterday's close, but not
higher than yesterday's high and the net change is greater than or
equal to GAPSizeMin in price movement.

A Partial Gap Down and Net Change below GAPSizeMin occurs
when the opening price is below yesterday's close, but not below
yesterday's low and the net change is less than or equal to -
GAPSizeMin in price movement. 

As you can imagine, it is very easy to identify stocks with an opening
price gap due to its specific definitions. Not only is it fairly easy for
beginners to pick up without complicated technical analysis, but it is
black and white and not open to interpretation: either the gap is the
same size or larger than your GAPSizeMin, or it is not. 

Each of the gap types mentioned above has a long and short entry
signal for trading, defining the eight gap trading strategies. Later in
this ebook we will discuss how to map out exactly your entry and
exit points before you initiate a trade. But first, let's explore the
components of the trade, and how your risk management plan
figures in.

Determining Your GAPSizeMin and Price Targets

Determining your own personal
GAPSizeMin is part of your own
Risk Management strategy. The
higher your minimum, the less
risk there will be in any given
trade. The downside is that
there will also be fewer trading
opportunities. For example, gap
sizes of $0.25 are relatively
common, while gap sizes of $10
are notably few. 
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Key Points:
· Partial gap plays

generally carry more
risk than full gap plays

· Gap plays are great for
beginning day traders
because they are easy
to identify

· Determine your own
GAPSizeMin based on
your Risk Management
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The type of chart you use (5 minute, 6 minute, 15, 60, etc.) should
also be determined by your risk management plan. The basic tenet
of gap trading is to allow a pre-determined period of time to elapse
after the market opens for the stock price to establish its range. The
longer you wait, the more certain you can be that the trend will
continue in the desired direction. However, you will also lose out on
the profit from the initial price increase and will reach the stock's
maximum faster. Your target price should reflect this as well,
regardless of whether you are using a point or percentage system.

In order to successfully trade gapping stocks, you should use a
disciplined set of execution criteria, as well as risk and money
management rules to signal trades and minimize risk. 

Determining Your Exit Points

What is your number one goal in trading? If you answered "to make
profit," you are wrong. Every Professional Trader makes it the
number one priority to preserve capital. You need to ensure that
your money is well-protected - after all, you cannot make profit if you
have lost all your capital. Losing trades is acceptable, but losing all
of your capital puts you out of the game for good.

For this reason, once you have identified a possible Gap Play that
fits your trading criteria, you should determine your exit points
before you initiate that trade. And the most important exit point is
your stop-loss point. If the trade begins to go sour, as trades so
often do, then you can minimize
your losses by getting out early.
Again, determining your stop-
loss and target price will be
governed by your risk
management plan.

You also have to determine
whether you will physically
place your stops in the market
or you will keep them mentally.
This is very critical in
determining how your trading
strategy will be executed. Stops
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Key Points:
· Determine what type of

chart you use based on
your risk management
plan. Shorter time
intervals means higher
risk and higher
possible reward

· Trade Your Plan - stick
to your strategy and
follow your execution
criteria to minimize risk 

· Your main goal is to
preserve your capital --
losing trades is
acceptable, but losing
your capital puts you
out of the game!
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are not fail-safe. With limited experience, you can potentially
develop a false sense of security and hinder your attentiveness in
diligently watching your position.

Another concern a trader should be aware of is that physical stops
can potentially lead to slippage. There is no guarantee that your
position will be closed out exactly where you would like it to.

Types of Stops

Fixed Dollar Stops are orders used to limit the specific dollar
amount that can be potentially lost on a trade.

Percentage Stops are orders used to limit the percentage of capital
allocated to the trade that can potentially be lost.

Timeframe Based Stops are orders that are composed of a time
dimension that upon expiration will close out the trading position.

Technical Analysis Based Stops are orders that are derived from
some technical measurement that is a derivative of price and
volume.  These stops are based on a variety of technical techniques
that should be reviewed in more depth by a trader to determine if
and how they should be used.  Some variations of technical stops
include trailing stops and breakeven stops, which may be fixed-
dollar based, percentage based, or timeframe based.

Choosing Profit Targets

Choosing your profit target is
even trickier. Many Professional
Traders use a ratio based on
their stop loss. This ratio is
determined by the market
conditions at the time of the
trade. If you have a large weight
of evidence, your ratio might be
higher. For example, if you use
a Fixed Dollar Stop of one point,
then your target price might be
three points above your entry.
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Key Points:
· Use one or any

combination of stops
· Using physical stops

can lead to slippage
and a false sense of
security

· Higher profit targets
means a greater chance
of missing your target
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Remember that the higher the ratio, the more patience you will need
before you reach your target. Also, you should keep careful track of
where the market is moving. If conditions start to falter, you may
have to adjust your target accordingly to preserve the profit you
have already earned.

No matter what ratio you choose, try to close your position “into
strength.” If you close your position when everyone else is buying
(or selling if you initiated a short entry), you will close faster and
have less chance of slippage. You will not hit the peak of the trend
but remember the main goal is to preserve your capital. Closing into
strength helps ensure this, allows you to close faster so that you can
move onto the next trade, and reduces the risk of slippage.

You could also develop a trailing technique, as described in the
Percentage Stops, above. Choose your stop-loss point based on
your risk management plan and then "trail" it as the stock price
moves. For example, if you have initiated a long entry with a stop-
loss of one point at $23, you track that stock and adjust your stop-
loss accordingly. If the stock hits $26 and then falls back to $25, that
is your signal to close your position.

Other factors such as volume, number of shares in your position,
and stock price will also affect your profit share strategies. As you
develop your trading techniques, you will be able to take more
variables into account to help you pinpoint your profit target for each
individual trade.
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Key Points:
· Exit positions into

strength for faster
closes, less slippage,
and greater chance of
hitting your target

· Trailing your stop-loss
takes more diligence
but may lead to higher
profits

· Number of shares,
stock price, and stock
volume will have an
impact on your profit
target as well as risk
management strategies
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Chart Examples
The following charts illustrate how we identify a gap play
opportunity. In both examples, notice the entry points, the price
range, and potential exit points.

Long Entry Signal

Looking at this 5-minute Chart and a 15-minute high-low strategy,
we get a long entry signal above 129.85. 

Using a fixed dollar stop, we might consider exiting the long
position if 128.85 is breached (that is we risk 1 point in the trade).

Using a percentage based stop, we might consider exiting if the
long position loses for example 2% from the entry. In this manner,
you trail the rise in stock price with either a real or mental stop that
is executed when the price trend finally reverses.

Assuming a 2% stop with an entry price of $130, your initial stop
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would be at $127.40, which is approximately 2% below $130. The
stop keeps rising as long as the stock price rises. 

Using a technical analysis based stop, we might consider exiting
the long position if the 15-minute low 128.41 is breached. This also
happens to be the low-of-day. 

Again, you need to determine your stops (no matter which type of
stop you use) and share size based on your own risk management
plan.

Short Entry Signal

Looking at this 2-minute chart and a 6-minute high-low strategy, we
get a short entry signal below 35.60. 

Using a fixed dollar stop, we might consider exiting the short
position if 36.60 is breached (that is we risk 1 point in the trade). 
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Using a percentage based stop, we might consider exiting if the
short position loses for example 2% from the entry. In this manner,
you trail the decline in stock price with either a real or mental stop
that is executed when the price trend finally reverses.

For example if the entry price was $35.50, your initial stop would be
at $36.21, which is approximately 2% above $35.50. The stop keeps
moving with the stock as long as the stock price continues to
decline. 

Using a technical analysis based stop, we might consider exiting
the short position (also called "buy-to-cover") if the 6-minute high of
36.84 (the high of the day) is breached. 

The points and percentages used here are for illustrative purposes
only. As with long entry signals, you should base actual stop levels
on your own risk management and share size plan. 
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Other Things To Consider
There are a few other things to consider before you start trading and
using gap plays. You will find some of these things contained within
this section, but it is highly recommended that you do some of your
own research as well to learn more about some of these concepts
and how to use them effectively. Successful Professional Traders
are successful researchers - collect as much information as
possible, and use it to your advantage.

Trading Volume

Increases in volume for stocks gapping up or down is a good
characteristic to study and understand. Volume increasing usually
suggests (but not always) a strong indication of continued
movement in the same direction of the gap. Decreasing volume can
also provide valuable insights. As you trade, take note of the
volumes and see if there is a relationship between volume and the
success or failure of your strategy. As you develop your trading
technique, you can use this as another clue when building your
weight of evidence.

Another important aspect is liquidity of a stock, as measured by the
volume. Most Professional Traders do not trade shares that have an
average volume below 500,000 shares per day. This is a good cut-
off mark for beginner traders to follow.

Support and Resistance
Lines

Support and resistance levels
can also be a clue to the stock's
direction. You can plot these
levels as lines on your trading
chart so that they are more
visible as you are determining a
trade opportunity. A gapping
stock that crosses above
resistance levels provides
reliable entry signals. Similarly,
a short position would be
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Key Points:
· Successful

Professional Traders
are successful
researchers

· Increased volume is
usually a positive sign
for stocks gapping up
or down

· Note support and
resistance lines;
crossovers usually
provide reliable entry
signals
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signaled by a stock whose gap down fails support levels. 

Finding Gapping Stocks

Most day traders find gapping stocks in pre-market trading. There
are several methods of doing this, and you will certainly develop
your own technique. You can use your real-time trading platform to
track pre-market prices, keep a watch list of 30 or so actively-traded
stocks, or read pre-market news that could immediately impact
stock price.

However as useful as this is, you should take the opportunity to look
at the longer-term charts of any stock you find as well. This way you
can plot your support and resistance lines and double-check the
liquidity of a stock.

Learn the Strategies by Paper Trading First

The simplest method for determining your own ability to successfully
trade opening gaps is to initially paper trade. Paper trading does not
involve any real transaction. Instead, you write down or log an entry
signal and then do the same for an exit signal. Follow your position
and mark the point where one of your stop signals would trigger you
to close your position. Then subtract commissions and slippage to
determine your potential profit or loss.
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Key Points:
· Find gapping stocks by

using your real-time
trading platform,
keeping a watch list,
and reading pre-market
news

· Paper trading helps you
hone your trading
techniques without
risking capital
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Testing Your Gap Strategies Properly
In simple terms, the Gap Trading Strategies are a rigorously defined
set of trading systems that uses specific criteria to enter and exit.
But not all strategies are sound, and the effectiveness of any
particular strategy can change over time. It is important to test your
strategies (use paper trading to minimize your losses) and to
continually review your strategies by analyzing your own trading
history and record.

When starting out testing a gap strategy, consider the following:

1.Create a written testing plan for your strategy.

2.Define your risk tolerance and choose the timeframe that
fits your risk tolerance.

3.Define your trading style that best fits your demeanor.

4.Know the hypothesis of what you are testing.  For example,
if it is a 5-minute chart timeframe and you are using a 30-
minute high-low strategy, understand some of the variations
that can occur before the range is defined.

5.Define all criteria that would negate the execution of a
strategy signal.

6.Set detailed criteria for testing and determining the success
or failure of your strategy. Leave little room for interpretation
of rules for execution of strategies.

7.Establish some maximum loss limits per trade, day, week,
and month. When you hit those limits, quit and review your
trading log to find out why you did.

8.Finally, have a pre-determined time of how long to conduct
the test. 

The Gap Play Planner in the next section will help you map out each
individual trade.
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Key Points:
· Test your strategies

continually, but
especially when you
first implement them

· Paper trade your
strategies for greater
risk management
before implementing
them in the market

· Keep a journal or log of
all your trades and
study why each trade
won or loss, and what
you could have done to
improve your success
(remember, some
trades go sour simply
because the market is
volatile!)
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Final Thoughts
No system is perfect. Gap plays, like any other type of trading
technique, are designed to lower your risk of losing on a trade, but
there are no guarantees in the volatile world of the stock market.
The most profitable gap plays are normally made on stocks you've
followed in the past and are familiar with. 

Also know that you will not find the tops or bottoms of a stock's price
range, and trying to time those exactly will lead to problems in your
strategy. A much better strategy is to “trade into strength” so that you
close your position faster and therefore free up your capital to seek
other trades. Search for profit in a structured manner and minimize
losses by using stops. It is, after all, more important to be
consistently profitable than to continually chase movers or enter
after the crowd.  Preserving your capital is your number one goal -
if trades are not going your way, stop and live to trade another day.
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Key Points:
· No system is perfect;

expect to lose some
trades

· Don’t aim for peaks;
trade into strength for
faster closes

· If trades are not going
your way, stop and live
to trade another day
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Gap Play Planner
The following pages give you a precise formula for determining
whether or not you have a gap play opportunity, and how to
determine your exit points. Each formula has a number of blanks for
you to fill in. These blanks represent the values you determine while
creating your risk management plan (i.e. your risk tolerance). It is
highly recommended that you do paper trading, as described above,
before you initiate any actual trades.

Full vs. Partial Gaps

The difference between a Full and Partial Gap can be characterized
by the risk tolerance and opportunity for potential reward. In general,
a stock gapping completely above the previous day's high has a
higher likelihood to change in traders intentions to own or sell it. If
demand is large enough, it may force the market maker or floor
specialist to make a major price change to accommodate the
unfilled orders.

Full gapping stocks generally trend farther in one direction than
stocks which only partially gap. However, a smaller demand may
just require the trading floor to only move price above or below the
previous close in order to trigger buying or selling to fill on-hand
orders. There is a higher likelihood of obtaining profitable trades
when trading full gapping stocks vs. partial gapping stocks. 

If there is not enough trading
interest in selling or buying a
stock after the market opening,
stocks have a tendency to
return to their trading ranges
quickly. 

Entering a trade for a partially
gapping stock generally calls for
greater focus, due-diligence,
and refined risk management.
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Key Points:
· Gap Play Planner will

help you determine
possible trading
opportunities and
formulate your trades

· Full gaps offer
potentially more trading
opportunities

· Partial gap plays
require greater due-
diligence, greater
focus, and more refined
risk management
strategies
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Full Gap Up: Long Entry Signal

If a stock's opening price is greater than yesterday's high, revisit the necessary time frame
(1,2, 5 minute chart timeframe) after the pre-determined time has elapsed (e.g., 15, 30, 60)
and consider a long entry signal above the high achieved once the pre-determined time has
elapsed. 

Yesterday's Close:

Yesterday's High:

Today's Open:

Point Difference:
(Today's Open minus Yesterday's Close)

Your GAPSizeMin:

Is the Point Difference greater than your GAPSizeMin?
If No, then no gap play opportunity.

If Yes, determine stop loss:
Fixed Dollar Stop: Price - Price-Loss =
(Current price minus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

Percentage Stop: Price - (Price/Percentage-Loss) =
(Current price minus your pre-determined percentage-loss tolerance)

Timeframe Stop: Pre-determined Exit Time = 
(Pre-determined time you will hold your position for)

Technical Analysis Stop: Pre-determined Stock Price = 
(Pre-determined stock price)

INITIATE TRADE

Follow your position using the same chart as you used to determine your entry signal. If your
position breaches any of the values you have written above, close your position. Make sure
you log your trade including number of shares, share price at entry and exit, commission,
and slippage (if any). Calculate net gain/loss.
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Full Gap Up: Short Entry Signal

If the stock gaps up, but there is insufficient buying pressure and price action to sustain the
advance, the stock price will start to consolidate or drop below the opening gap price.
Traders can set similar entry signals for short positions as follows:

If a stock's opening price is greater than yesterday's high, revisit the pre-determined
timeframe after it elapses and consider a short entry signal below the low achieved in the
initial trading timeframe. 

Yesterday's Close:

Yesterday's High:

Today's Open:

Point Difference:
(Today’s Open minus Yesterday's Close)

Your GAPSizeMin:

Is the Point Difference greater than your GAPSizeMin?
If No, then no gap play opportunity.

If Yes, determine stop loss:
Fixed Dollar Stop: Price + Price-Loss =
(Current price plus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

Percentage Stop: Price + (Price/Percentage-Loss) =
(Current price plus your pre-determined percentage-loss tolerance)

Timeframe Stop: Pre-determined Exit Time = 
(Pre-determined time you will hold your position for)

Technical Analysis Stop: Pre-determined Stock Price = 
(Pre-determined stock price)

INITIATE TRADE

Follow your position using the same chart as you used to determine your entry signal. If your
position breaches any of the values you have written above, close your position. Make sure
you log your trade including number of shares, share price at entry and exit, commission,
and slippage (if any). Calculate net gain/loss.
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Full Gap Down: Long Entry Signal
Any number of economic indicators, industry or company specific factors such as poor
earnings, bad news, organizational changes and market influences can cause a stock's
price to drop suddenly. A full gap down occurs when the price is below not only the previous
day's close, but the low of the day before as well. A stock whose price opens in a full gap
down, then begins to climb immediately, is sometimes referred to as a "Dead Cat Bounce."

If a stock's opening price is less than yesterday's low, consider a long entry signal above
yesterday's low or a long entry signal above the high achieved once the pre-determined time
has elapsed.

Yesterday's Close:

Yesterday's Low:

Today's Open:

Point Difference:
(Yesterday's Close minus Today's Open )

Your GAPSizeMin:

Is the Point Difference greater than your GAPSizeMin?
If No, then no gap play opportunity.

If Yes, determine stop loss:
Fixed Dollar Stop: Price - Price-Loss =
(Current price minus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

Percentage Stop: Price - (Price/Percentage-Loss) =
(Current price minus your pre-determined percentage-loss tolerance)

Timeframe Stop: Pre-determined Exit Time = 
(Pre-determined time you will hold your position for)

Technical Analysis Stop: Pre-determined Stock Price = 
(Pre-determined stock price)

INITIATE TRADE

Follow your position using the same chart as you used to determine your entry signal. If your
position breaches any of the values you have written above, close your position. Make sure
you log your trade including number of shares, share price at entry and exit, commission,
and slippage (if any). Calculate net gain/loss.
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Full Gap Down: Short Entry Signal

If a stock's opening price is lower than yesterday's low, revisit the necessary time frame (1,
2, 5 minute chart timeframe) and consider a short entry signal below the low achieved once
the pre-determined time has elapsed (e.g., 15, 30, 60 minutes).

Yesterday's Close:

Yesterday's Low:

Today's Open:

Point Difference:
(Yesterday’s Close minus Today's Open)

Your GAPSizeMin:

Is the Point Difference greater than your GAPSizeMin?
If No, then no gap play opportunity.

If Yes, determine stop loss:
Fixed Dollar Stop: Price + Price-Loss =
(Current price plus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

Percentage Stop: Price + (Price/Percentage-Loss) =
(Current price plus your pre-determined percentage-loss tolerance)

Timeframe Stop: Pre-determined Exit Time = 
(Pre-determined time you will hold your position for)

Fixed Dollar Stop: Price + Price-Loss =
(Current price plus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

INITIATE TRADE

Follow your position using the same chart as you used to determine your entry signal. If your
position breaches any of the values you have written above, close your position. Make sure
you log your trade including number of shares, share price at entry and exit, commission,
and slippage (if any). Calculate net gain/loss.
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Partial Gap Up: Long Entry Signal

If a stock's opening price is greater than yesterday's close, but not greater than yesterday's
high, the condition is considered a Partial Gap Up. The process for a long entry signal is the
same for Full Gaps in that traders should revisits pre-determined timeframe after it elapses
and consider a long entry signal above the high achieved in the initial trading timeframe.

Yesterday's Close:

Yesterday's High:

Today's Open:

Point Difference:
(Today's Open minus Yesterday's Close)

Your GAPSizeMin:

Is the Point Difference greater than your GAPSizeMin?
If No, then no gap play opportunity.

If Yes, determine stop loss:
Fixed Dollar Stop: Price - Price-Loss =
(Current price minus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

Percentage Stop: Price - (Price/Percentage-Loss) =
(Current price minus your pre-determined percentage-loss tolerance)

Timeframe Stop: Pre-determined Exit Time = 
(Pre-determined time you will hold your position for)

Technical Analysis Stop: Pre-determined Stock Price = 
(Pre-determined stock price)

INITIATE TRADE

Follow your position using the same chart as you used to determine your entry signal. If your
position breaches any of the values you have written above, close your position. Make sure
you log your trade including number of shares, share price at entry and exit, commission,
and slippage (if any). Calculate net gain/loss.
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Partial Gap Up: Short Entry Signal

The short entry trading process for a partial gap up is the same as that of the Full Gaps in
that traders  revisits the pre-determined timeframe after it elapses and consider a short entry
signal below the low achieved in the initial timeframe of trading.

Yesterday's Close:

Yesterday's High:

Today's Open:

Point Difference:
(Today’s Open minus Yesterday's Close)

Your GAPSizeMin:

Is the Point Difference greater than your GAPSizeMin?
If No, then no gap play opportunity.

If Yes, determine stop loss:
Fixed Dollar Stop: Price + Price-Loss =
(Current price plus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

Percentage Stop: Price + (Price/Percentage-Loss) =
(Current price plus your pre-determined percentage-loss tolerance)

Timeframe Stop: Pre-determined Exit Time = 
(Pre-determined time you will hold your position for)

Technical Analysis Stop: Pre-determined Stock Price = 
(Pre-determined stock price)

INITIATE TRADE

Follow your position using the same chart as you used to determine your entry signal. If your
position breaches any of the values you have written above, close your position. Make sure
you log your trade including number of shares, share price at entry and exit, commission,
and slippage (if any). Calculate net gain/loss.
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Partial Gap Down: Long Entry Signal

If a stock's opening price is less than yesterday's close, revisit the pre-determined timeframe
after elapsing and set a long signal entry above the high achieved in the initial trading
timeframe. 

Yesterday's Close:

Yesterday's Low:

Today's Open:

Point Difference:
(Yesterday's Close minus Today's Open )

Your GAPSizeMin:

Is the Point Difference greater than your GAPSizeMin?
If No, then no gap play opportunity.

If Yes, determine stop loss:
Fixed Dollar Stop: Price - Price-Loss =
(Current price minus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

Percentage Stop: Price - (Price/Percentage-Loss) =
(Current price minus your pre-determined percentage-loss tolerance)

Timeframe Stop: Pre-determined Exit Time = 
(Pre-determined time you will hold your position for)

Technical Analysis Stop: Pre-determined Stock Price = 
(Pre-determined stock price)

INITIATE TRADE

Follow your position using the same chart as you used to determine your entry signal. If your
position breaches any of the values you have written above, close your position. Make sure
you log your trade including number of shares, share price at entry and exit, commission,
and slippage (if any). Calculate net gain/loss.
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Partial Gap Down: Short Entry Signal
The short entry signal for a partial gap down is the same for Full Gap Down in that traders
revisit pre-determined timeframe after it elapses and consider a short entry signal below the
low achieved in the initial timeframe of trading. If a stock's opening price is less than
yesterday's close, consider a short signal entry at the low achieved in the initial timeframe of
trading.

If the day trader has minimum volume requirements and they are not met, the safest way to
initiate  a partial gap trade is to wait until the price breaks the previous high (on a long entry
signal) or low (on a short entry signal).

Yesterday's Close:

Yesterday's Low:

Today's Open:

Point Difference:
(Yesterday’s Close minus Today's Open)

Your GAPSizeMin:

Is the Point Difference greater than your GAPSizeMin?
If No, then no gap play opportunity.

If Yes, determine stop loss:
Fixed Dollar Stop: Price + Price-Loss =
(Current price plus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

Percentage Stop: Price + (Price/Percentage-Loss) =
(Current price plus your pre-determined percentage-loss tolerance)

Timeframe Stop: Pre-determined Exit Time = 
(Pre-determined time you will hold your position for)

Fixed Dollar Stop: Price + Price-Loss =
(Current price plus your pre-determined point-loss tolerance)

INITIATE TRADE

Follow your position using the same chart as you used to determine your entry signal. If your
position breaches any of the values you have written above, close your position. Make sure
you log your trade including number of shares, share price at entry and exit, commission,
and slippage (if any). Calculate net gain/loss.



Rules to Trade By  

· Manage the Risk first, then think about the Reward.
· Keep trading positions small.  Big positions = Big losses
· Money management is the key to trading survival.
· Be very selective of stock and option choices.
· Learn to be Consistent.
· Trade the market, not your opinion of it.
· Plan the trade - trade the plan.
· Have a clear reason for being in the trade.  
· Learn to be Patient and Disciplined.
· Know what Stage each stock has come from!
· Know your exit conditions in advance.
· Take what the market will give you, rather than what you

would like it to give you.  
· Trade where the crowd is, not where it has been.
· Accept responsibility for your actions.  It's ok to be wrong

on a trade! Just cut your losses!
· Manage every trade, every day.
· Treat each trade as a separate event. Don't harp over the

last trade!  
· Always analyze winners and losers. But never agonize.
· Trading is about lifestyle, so we can do without the stress. 
· The day trader must focus on today and not tomorrow.
· The day trader normally should not think about what might

happen tomorrow as a result of what has happened today.
· The market is volatile - the price action of stocks can soar

and dry up quickly and suddenly.
· As you develop your day trading skills, add your own

wisdom here!
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About Leroy Rushing Jr.

With two Master's degrees in Business Administration (Finance)
and Science (Statistics), professionally trading stocks is almost a
natural vocation for me. By applying my knowledge of business
and mathematical principles to the stock market, I found that I
could reduce my investment risk by "deconstructing" a stock using
chart analysis and market indicators.

But it wasn't always a walk in the park. I found that there are other
variables, like the emotional and mental state of the trader, that
play a large part in the trading process. I've developed a plan that
helps traders find the right trades, and find the courage to make
the right decisions. 

In my previous corporate life, I was also responsible for providing
leadership and training to others in the company. That extensive
experience has become the basis of my coaching program today.

I encourage you to contact me with any questions you may have
about my products or services. And don't forget to register for a
Free Consultation/Training Session. I will give you the guidance
and support that you need to improve your knowledge, skills, and
mental focus for higher profitability.

Leroy Rushing, Jr.
TradingEveryDay.com
leroyrushing@tradingeveryday.com
(408) 821-2895
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Key Points:
· Professional Trader for

10+ Years
· Extensive education

and experience in Risk
Management, Finance,
Statistics, and Training
Techniques

· Free Training Session
available to evaluate
TradingEveryDay.com’s
coaching sessions and
system
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